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ABSTRACT

While modern dynamic driving simulators equipped with six
degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) hexapods and X-Y platforms have im-
proved realism, mechanical limitations prevent them from offering
a fully realistic driving experience. Solutions are often sought in
the ”washout” algorithm, with linear accelerations simulated by an
empirically chosen combination of translation and tilt-coordination,
based on the incapacity of otolith organs to distinguish between in-
clination of the head and linear acceleration. In this study, we in-
vestigated the most effective combination of tilt and translation to
provide a realistic perception of movement. We tested 3 different
braking intensities (deceleration), each with 5 inverse proportional
tilt/translation ratios. Subjects evaluated braking intensity using
an indirect method corresponding to a 2-Alternative-Forced-Choice
Paradigm. We find that perceived intensity of braking depends on
the tilt/translation ratio used: for small and average decelerations
(0.6 and 1.0m/s2), increased tilt yielded an increased overestima-
tion of braking, inverse proportionally with intensity; for high de-
celerations (1.4m/s2), on half the conditions braking was overesti-
mated with more tilt than translation and underestimated with more
translation than tilt. We define a mathematical function describing
the relationship between tilt, translation and the desired level of de-
celeration, intended as a supplement to motion cueing algorithms,
that should improve the realism of driving simulations.

Keywords: Dynamic driving simulator, braking perception,
washout algorithm, tilt-coordination, vestibular system, multisen-
sory integration

Index Terms: J.4 [Computer Applications]: SOCIAL AND BE-
HAVIORAL SCIENCES—Psychology

1 INTRODUCTION

Driving simulators have developed rapidly over the last decade, one
of the major improvements being the addition of motion to visual,
but static, simulations. These dynamic driving simulators attempt to
take all aspects of a driving situation into account: the environmen-
tal information (visual scenario, auditory cues), the car (physical
motion) and the driver (perception of self-motion within the envi-
ronment). The motion can be on small scale (e.g. 6-DOF hexapods
which allow small translations and rotations around the 3 axes) or
on large scale (e.g. X-Y platforms which allow long translations up
to 40 meters on each axis). Using these motion platforms, the sim-
ulations can be based not only on visual and auditory cues, but also
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on vestibular and proprioceptive cues, which undoubtedly improves
realism. But mechanical limitations do not allow for a driving ex-
perience comparable with a real situation, especially where there
are sustained accelerations.

To overcome these limitations, technical solutions have been
sought in other fields, like flight simulation. In the latter, a com-
mon solution is the ”washout” algorithm [12], now adopted by most
motion-based simulators (hexapods). The washout scheme is used
to keep the platform within its physical limits. Washout means
bringing the simulator cab to its neutral position following the gen-
eration of a linear acceleration. The high frequency component of
the linear motion cue is produced by translations, while the low
frequency component is produced by tilting the motion platform
(tilt-coordination). Tilt-coordination is intended to tilt the driver,
with a rotation below the vestibular semi-circular canal threshold
(to prevent the driver from detecting the rotation), so that the di-
rection of gravity relative to his head is oriented in the same way
as the gravito-inertial acceleration (GIA) is oriented during real ac-
celeration (see figure 1). This motion is synchronized with a visual
simulation of linear acceleration [9].

Figure 1: Perceptually equivalent situations, as described in Holly and McCollum

[10], are the basis of tilt-coordination technique. The inertial force due to linear ac-

celeration (Ia) together with gravity gives the resulting vector GIA (gravito-inertial

acceleration) (a). The vestibular system cannot distinguish between this situation and

a tilt of the head, below angular velocity threshold, so that the gravity corresponds to

GIA (b). Therefore, a linear acceleration can be simulated by either linear translation

or tilt (or a combination of both).

The purpose of the washout algorithm is to offer the driver the
best motion cue possible within the physical limits of the simulator.
The classical washout algorithm, presented in figure 2, is character-
ized by the empirically determined combination of linear high- and
low-pass filters [13].

In order to determine the best combination of tilt and transla-
tion for such algorithms, it is necessary to take into account human
perception of self-motion. Recent studies show that simulator mo-
tion affects this perception. For example, in the study of Groen et
al. [9] on the use of tilt for the simulation of linear acceleration
(tilt-coordination), the perception of linear acceleration depends on
angular velocity and tilt angle. But the vestibular system’s thresh-
olds for tilt detection(6 deg [6]) and angular velocity (3.7 deg/s [4],
between 2 and 4 deg/s in the study of Groen et al.), impose an up-
per limit for linear acceleration that can be simulated by tilt with-
out being detected as inclination. Moreover, Groen et al. show
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Figure 2: Washout algorithm for a dynamic driving simulator equipped with both

hexapod and X-Y motion platform

that there is also a lower limit for motion detection during rotation,
which varies inverse-proportionally with motion frequency and pro-
portionally with visual displacement. These results indicate that
it is vital to take into consideration not only technical parameters
(frequency or level of acceleration), but also the human perception
of motion, when simulating believable linear accelerations through
tilt-coordination.

The study of Berger el al. [5] on the perception of linear accel-
eration used not only tilt but also linear translation to simulation
motion. They used a 6-DOF hexapod, which allowed both tilt and
small horizontal translations and found that a strong visual accel-
eration presented with consistent platform pitch might be sufficient
to produce a good perception of forward acceleration, even if pitch
acceleration was above the threshold. Furthermore, the authors sug-
gested that other parameters such as linear motion had mild influ-
ence on perception.

Thus, while a simulator is mechanically capable of reproducing
a given linear acceleration (positive) or deceleration (negative) by
either tilt or translation depending on its frequency (washout algo-
rithm), this does not guarantee a realistic perception of motion in all
situations. Further investigation of the process of motion perception
is needed, in order to improve the realism of these complex virtual
reality devices. The studies presented above raise three questions
regarding the use of both tilt and translation for the simulation of
linear accelerations and braking (decelerations). First, can the per-
ception of motion be improved by the use of larger translations (up
to 10 m) in combination with tilt? Second, if so, what the best
tilt/translation ratio to simulate a realistic acceleration or decelera-
tion? And third, does this ratio vary with the level of acceleration
or deceleration?

Seeking to answer these questions, we conducted an experiment
on a dynamic driving simulator equipped with both 6-DOF hexa-
pod and X-Y motion platform, to investigate whether and how the
motion perception of different levels acceleration or braking (linear
deceleration) is altered when the tilt/translation ratio varies.

2 GENERAL METHODS

2.1 Participants

There were 24 participants (7 women and 17 men), aged from 20 to
60 years (mean 36.87). All gave their informed consent. They all
had driving experience (mean 18.14 years), but little driving simu-
lator experience (less than 2 trials). They had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision.

2.2 The dynamic driving simulator

This test was conducted on a dynamic driving simulator equipped
with a 6-DOF hexapod placed on a X-Y motion platform. A hon-
eycomb cell placed on the hexapod contained a half-car where the
participants sat during the test. The motion envelope given by the
hexapod is 0.2 to 0.5 m on translation and 18 to 23 deg in rotation,
while the motion envelope for X-Y platform is 10 and 5 m (on lon-
gitudinal and transversal directions, respectively). The visual scene
was displayed on 3 flat screens with a 160 deg x 25 deg (horizontal

x vertical) field of view. Sound was via surround system (6 loud-
speakers and a sub-woofer).

2.3 Protocol and experimental design
The subjects were passive riders, meaning that they were subjected
to a pre-defined scenario. We chose an impoverished visual sce-
nario in order to give more weight to the other sensory cues, espe-
cially vestibular cues.

The visual environment consisted of a single-lane straight road
surrounded by empty green fields. The road and the fields had no
visible texture, to prevent participants form detecting their spatial
position through visual landmarks. A white line drawn transver-
sally on the pavement was placed 200 m from the starting position
of the car. A wall was placed transversal to the road at a certain
distance from the line. From the starting point up to the white line,
the road was bordered by trees to produce optic flow during the
displacement. After the white line, there were some trees placed
randomly within the green field but at long distance from the road,
so that their position was visible only in the peripheral visual field
of the driver (thus allowing speed perception but no spatial posi-
tioning). After the white line, therefore, the visual information re-
mained constant.

The car drove off towards the wall at constant speed. After 20
sec, the car crossed the line and started to brake, and the wall dis-
appeared instantaneously. The car braked for 4 sec then came to a
full stop. Although the car always stopped right before the wall,
touching it with its bumper, the participants were not informed
of this. Their task was to evaluate the braking intensity, by an-
swering the following question: ”Did the car stop before or after
the wall?”, which corresponds to a two-alternative-forced-choice
(2AFC) paradigm.

Figure 3: The dynamic stimulation of braking (motion platform) for a level of decel-

eration was presented as 5 combinations of 2 sinusoidal signals, translation (red line,

dots) and tilt (blue line, triangles). The sum of the two signals was equal with the

respective level of deceleration. The 5 conditions for 0.6 m/s2 are presented here.

The dynamic stimulation, reproducing the physical motion of the
car, consisted in simulating the braking through tilt and translation.
Due to the non-linearity of human perception, three levels of de-
celeration were tested. Braking time was constant at 4 sec, but we
varied the level of deceleration. Therefore the initial velocity and
the braking distance varied according to the level of deceleration.

Each of the three decelerations was dynamically simulated on
5 combinations of tilt and translation (tilt/translation ratios) (see
figure 3) described in table 1. Each combination of deceleration
with specific a tilt/translation ratio was repeated 3 times, giving a
total of 45 trials per subject, presented randomly in 4 series.

2.4 Data analysis
The median of braking evaluation was calculated for each partici-
pant and each condition, to enable us to compute the psychometric
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Deceleration 0.6 m/s2

Initial visual speed: 13.88m/s - Braking distance: 16m

Condition Translation Tilt

m/s2 m/s2 deg/s deg

1 0.00 0.60 2.75 3.50

2 0.15 0.45 2.06 2.63

3 0.30 0.30 1.38 1.75

4 0.45 0.15 0.69 0.88

5 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00

Deceleration 1.0 m/s2

Initial visual speed: 16.66m/s - Braking distance: 26m

Condition Translation Tilt

m/s2 m/s2 deg/s deg

1 0.00 1.00 4.60 5.85

2 0.25 0.75 3.44 4.39

3 0.50 0.50 2.29 2.92

4 0.75 0.25 1.15 1.46

5 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Deceleration 1.4 m/s2

Initial visual speed: 19.44m/s - Braking distance: 36m

Condition Translation Tilt

m/s2 m/s2 deg/s deg

1 0.00 1.40 6.44 8.21

2 0.35 1.05 4.83 6.14

3 0.70 0.70 3.21 4.09

4 1.05 0.35 1.61 2.05

5 1.40 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 1: Dynamic simulation of braking by a combination of tilt and translation

function for each deceleration, using a Probit model. This method
of analysis, adapted for 2AFC paradigms (binomial response proto-
col), allowed us to determine the point of subjective equality (PSE)
[11] for each deceleration, corresponding to a tilt/translation ratio
perceived as being the most realistic (i.e. the ratio for which the
driver cannot decide whether the car stopped before or after the
wall).

3 RESULTS

The participants detected differences in braking intensity between
trials for the same level of deceleration, but they could not attribute
this change to the variation of tilt or translation used to simulate the
deceleration. Moreover, even when, in some cases, they detected
the pitch tilt of the car, they considered it as a natural motion of the
car during braking, as shown by the fact that none of the participants
experienced motion sickness. Moreover, none of them realized that
the car always stopped just in front of the wall, touching it with its
bumper, since there was no visual texture and the wall disappeared
as soon as braking began.

The results show an increased overestimation of braking propor-
tional with the increases in the quantity of tilt used to simulate the
linear deceleration (see figure 4). For small and average deceler-
ations (0.6 and 1.0 m/s2), the increased use of tilt yielded an in-
creased overestimation of the braking, inverse proportionally with
the intensity of the braking. For high decelerations (1.4 m/s2),
on half of the conditions there was an overestimation of the brak-
ing when we used more tilt than translation and an underestimation
when we used more translation than tilt.

In order to determine the most realistic tilt/translation ratio, a
psychometric function (Probit) was computed for each level of de-
celeration: PSE0.6 = 8.85, PSE1.0 = 4.99, PSE1.4 = 3.34.
The results suggest that the PSE depends on the level of decelera-
tion (see figure 5).

The three curves presented in figure 5 describe the evolution of
braking perception in terms of tilt/translation ratios. The ratios used
in our experiment are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Our results show that the

Figure 4: The number participants answering BEFORE or AFTER for each condition.

For each participant only one answer was retained (the median value of the 3 trials).

deceleration of 0.6 m/s2 is systematically overestimated, whatever
the tilt/translation ratio used (green curve). For 1.0 (red curve), the
braking is well estimated when simulated by pure translation (ratio
5), but overestimated in all other cases. For 1.4 m/s2 the braking
is well estimated for an approximatively 41/59 % tilt/translation
ratio (where the blue curve crosses the threshold line). When more
than 41% of the deceleration is simulated by the tilt, the braking is
overestimated, while when more than 60% of translation is used,
the braking is underestimated.

Figure 5: The psychometric functions calculated for each deceleration level. A re-

sponse probability of 1 means that 100% of the subjects are sure that the car stopped

BEFORE the wall (overestimation) while 0 means AFTER (underestimation). The

PSE is the point of the curve with a probability of 0.5. The dashed zone defines the

tested ratios. Note that the lower deceleration level cannot be realistically simulated at

the scale factor of 1 used here.

4 DISCUSSION

In the present study we examined how the perception of three lev-
els of deceleration on a dynamic driving simulator is influenced by
changes in the ratio between tilt and translation. Our results sug-
gest that braking intensity is perceived as directly proportional to
the quantity of tilt used to simulate the deceleration, and inversely
proportional to the amount of translation. Thus, the most realistic
tilt/translation ratio, described in our results by the PSE, depends
on the level of simulated deceleration required. An explanation for
these differences in the perception of motion on a dynamic driv-
ing simulator should probably be sought in the functionality of the
vestibular system and the interactions among all the sensory cues
involved in the process of multi-sensory integration during braking.
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From the vestibular point of view, the different tilt/translation
ratios for a given deceleration are considered to be perceptually
equivalent [10], but only if both movements are produced in the
dark in a static way (constant stimuli) and below the detection
thresholds of the semi-circular canals of the vestibular system (3.7
deg/sec for angular velocity [4] and 6 deg for inclination [6]). This
principle of equivalence, first explained by Albert Einstein [7], and
based on the tilt-translation ambiguity given by the vestibular sys-
tem in the dark[3], represents the basis of the washout algorithm.
But on a driving simulator, most of the movements are neither in
the dark nor constant.

Our results suggest that taking this equivalence for granted when
choosing the parameters for virtual reality devices is not the best so-
lution. Even if the rotations are kept below the detection thresholds
(so here, 0.6 m/s2), it seems that the final perception of motion is
influenced not only by vestibular stimuli, but by the integration of
multiple sensory signals. Moreover, these thresholds may be modi-
fied by the interaction of multiple sensory cues: studies on bimodal
perception on audio-visual [1] or visuo-vestibular [2] integration
show that threshold for combined conditions are smaller than the
thresholds for unimodal perception. Hence, in our case, in some of
the conditions, the tilt could have been detected by the participants,
even if theoretically the it was below the detection thresholds of the
vestibular system. Nevertheless, this excessive tilt does not explain
the differences in perception between ratios, given the fact that, for
ratio 1 (pure tilt), all decelerations had the same effect, regardless
of the different angular velocities or tilt angles. But a plausible
explanation for this difference in the perception of different ratios
of the same level of deceleration might be the presence of propri-
oceptive cues (motion of the head, contact of the seatbelt with the
body, cervical proprioception, neck proprioception etc.) that may
add non-vestibular information.

This interaction between vestibular and proprioceptive cues does
not, however, fully explain the second part of our results: that is,
why the most realistic tilt/translation ratio varies with deceleration
level. Perception of different braking intensities may well be in-
fluenced by proprioceptive cues, but we cannot discount the effect
of the varying visual and auditory cues from one deceleration to
another. It is impossible to completely isolate proprioceptive cues
during this kind of simulation, and therefore we can only assume
that they contributed, together with vestibular, auditory and visual
cues, to braking perception. Further attention to the question of
multisensory integration would help elucidate these points.

Figure 6: The relationship between tilt/translation ratios and simulated accelerations.

Nevertheless, our results suggest that the classical washout al-
gorithm needs to be adapted not only to the mechanical limitations
of the virtual reality device, but also to the non-linearity of the hu-
man perceptual system, e.g. different ratios should be used depend-
ing on the intended level of deceleration. Consequently, we pro-
pose an empirically found data-driven fitting model to determine
the tilt/translation ratio according to the level of deceleration in or-

der to improve the realistic perception of braking on a complex vir-
tual device like a dynamic driving simulator. Fig. 6 describes the
relationship between tilt, translation and the level of simulated de-
celeration required (a is the desired deceleration to simulate). For
1 ≤ a ≤ 4, the quantity of tilt and translation to be used for the
simulation of a is derived from PSE function. For a < 1, only
translation may be used, but with a coefficient (see [8]). The same,
for a > 4, only tilt may be used, but also with a coefficient.

Further studies are needed to propose a functional model operat-
ing over a wider range of motion (linear and lateral accelerations).
Such a model would be a valuable improvement of the motion cue-
ing algorithms for driving simulators.

5 CONCLUSION

If driving simulators are to be made even more realistic, the human
perceptual process needs to be better taken into account. Our results
here suggest that the perceived intensity of braking depends on the
tilt/translation ratio used to simulate the level of deceleration. The
mathematical function of this relationship that we propose is a first
step towards determining the most effective tilt/translation ratio for
a given deceleration level, offering the promise of improved realism
in tomorrows driving simulators.
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